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A B S T R A C T

The numerical studies conducted in this paper are based on our previous research (Chen et al., 2017); through
use of the spectral element method, parametric sensitivity studies of Nonlinear Coda Wave Interferometry
(NCWI) are established here and divided into two parts. In the first part, CWI observables are found to be
proportional to the product of the changes in elastic modulus within the Effective Damaged Zone (EDZ) and the
EDZ surface area. The modifications to intrinsic properties are quantified via an overall wave velocity variation,
as probed by a reverberated coda wave. However, for high-level changes, CWI may fail due to meaningless
decorrelation values. In this context, parametric studies are conducted to yield a maximum range for EDZ
contrast and area. To further validate these observations using a more realistic numerical model, instead of
introducing a homogeneous EDZ model, the second part of this paper adds random cracks with random or-
ientations into the EDZ of a material sample. The influence of a strong pump wave on localized nonlinear
damage is reestablished; results show that the cracks added into the EDZ reduce the property changes required to
match the previous experimental dataset.

1. Introduction

In the field of ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing and Evaluation
(NDT&E) of complex materials, e.g. concrete in civil engineering ap-
plications and composite materials, existing methods reveal certain
limitations, and the need persists to improve the spatial resolution and
sensitivity of the diagnosis. A typical way to achieve such improve-
ments in classical ultrasonic methods consists of increasing the fre-
quency, yet in the meantime attenuation also increases due to intrinsic
absorption and scattering [2,3] and method limitations are reached. In
the scattering process, the amplitudes of direct waves are reduced and a
coda wave, i.e. a complex signal composed of multiple scattered con-
tributions, can under certain conditions be observed [4,5]. The coda
wave has been shown to be reproducible [6], in containing abundant
information on the medium, with very high sensitivity to small dis-
turbances, whether localized or not, of the propagation medium [7–9].
Analyzing coda signals by means of “Coda Wave Interferometry” has

often proven to be a powerful technique for monitoring changes in a
complex medium [9,10] and imaging or locating defects [11–13]. In
parallel, another class of characterization methods, namely nonlinear
acoustic methods, has been actively developed for the non-destructive
evaluation of complex materials, given their high and selective sensi-
tivity to nonlinear scatterers such as cracks or delamination, i.e.
structural defects [14–16]. Interestingly, the elastic nonlinearities ori-
ginate from internal solid contacts or extremely compliant (relative to
the material matrix) elements, e.g. microcracks and interfaces in var-
ious types of materials like nonlinear mesoscopic elastic (NME) mate-
rials or damaged homogeneous materials [17,18]. Among the range of
reported nonlinear acoustic methods, nonlinear modulation has been
widely applied to characterize and detect material damage [19,20]. The
underlying notion is to excite waves of high amplitude yet relatively
low frequency (i.e. pump waves) and then probe the material using a
higher-frequency wave. The purpose of the pump wave is to modulate a
number of damaged material properties via nonlinear effects.
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Afterwards, the probe wave can detect the various pump-induced
changes [1,21,22].

Inspired by both these classes of methods, a new set of methods
combining nonlinear modulation and Coda Wave Interferometry was
proposed by Zhang et al. in 2013 for a cracked glass sample [21]. This
so-called nonlinear coda wave interferometry (NCWI) method was then
successfully applied to a mortar sample by Hilloulin et al. [9] and
subsequently to concrete [10]. In this context, we recently performed a
numerical parametric study in [1] using a 2D spectral element method
(SEM2D) [23] as a forward modeling tool. In [1], the objective was to
reproduce the coda wave signal modifications induced by slight local
modifications to the effective elastic properties of a given sample. These
modifications were supposedly produced via nonlinear elastic effects
from a pump wave of varying amplitude, like in the experiment by
Zhang et al. [21] and by considering the same material configuration,
i.e. a glass sample. For each pump amplitude introduced into the ex-
periment, the associated nonlinear effects were heuristically modeled
by slightly varying the elastic properties of an Effective Damaged Zone
(EDZ). In practice, such EDZ could help capturing the effects of a given
real damage with a reduced number of useful parameters such as the
location, size, and level of the damage. These parameters could be
useful for the diagnosis or comparison of samples quality, for the eva-
luation of fatigue. The numerical study [1] thus consisted of a number
of linear elastic wave propagation simulations, each extending for a
time of hundreds of probe wave periods.

The present paper makes use of the numerical tools developed in [1]
to further investigate the impacts of various EDZ parameters on the CWI
observables for a multiply reverberated coda wave. The first part tests
the method limitations by parametric studies that consider a broad
array of elastic EDZ contrasts with the matrix material, for a wide range
of relative EDZ sizes. The second part assesses a more realistic nu-
merical model for a cracked zone (replacing the EDZ) and analyzes its
effects on the CWI results. Randomly-oriented cracks, in the form of
straight segments supporting stress-free boundary conditions, are added
in a localized region of the sample. We are able to demonstrate through
multiple linear probe wave propagation simulations that the presence
of such “simple” cracks can also explain the experimental results of
NCWI in cracked glass. Another parametric study is carried out with
this configuration, and its results are found to match the previously
obtained experimental findings.

2. Dependence of CWI observables on the amount of change in
EDZ Young’s modulus and relative area

The Coda Wave Interferometry (CWI) method consists of comparing
two signals probing two material states, namely a reference state and a
damaged state, as part of a non-destructive evaluation. For this purpose,
one recent and powerful tool to estimate the change between these
signals is called the Stretching method; it evaluates the normalized
correlation coefficient CC θ( )k between a disturbed signal u t( )p and a
reference signal u t( )r , with the reference signal being stretched in time
with the coefficient θk ( = …k n1, 2, , for different levels of stretching).
This evaluation corresponds to a global homogeneous increase/de-
crease in propagation velocity within the medium [24]:
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The value of the correlation coefficient CC θ( )k in Eq. (1) quantitatively
represents the similarity of the two signals recorded before and after
disturbance of the medium within a selected time window

− +t T t T[ , ]c c , where tc is the central time of the window and T2 the
width of the analyzed window frame. Two CWI observables are tradi-
tionally introduced herein, namely: (i) when CC θ( )k reaches its max-
imum value, the relative variation in effective coda velocity is found

and written as = =θ θ δv v/k ; and (ii) in order to quantify the level of
distortion between the two signals, the remnant decorrelation coeffi-
cient Kd is introduced as = − CC θKd 100(1 ( )).

As reported in [1], in the case without attenuation, the CWI ob-
servables (θ and Kd) are found to be proportional to the EDZ contrast
for small amounts, i.e. typically property changes of a few %:
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where E EΔ /edz mtx corresponds to the changes in Young’s modulus of the
EDZ and SR represents the surface ratio of the EDZ to the total surface.
αθ

E S, and α E S
Kd

, are the linear coefficients relating the CWI observables to
the EDZ contrast. These relations may not remain valid for larger EDZ
contrasts or a wider EDZ area. Although the NCWI method is commonly
applied to detect a small amount of localized defects, our intention here
is to establish the maximum EDZ contrast and area that comply with
our reported laws and then analyze their limits.

2.1. Modeling and simulation

The influence of a strong pump wave is not being directly simulated
here; instead, it is modeled via Young’s modulus variations over the
entire homogeneous EDZ with a given EDZ area ratio. For a determined
pump wave amplitude, this approach provides an associated Young’s
modulus variation in the EDZ and, as a consequence, an EDZ contrast. A
2D linear elastic simulation of coda wave propagation can then be
generated. The square matrix of size ×200 mm 200 mm is assigned as
our 2D propagation medium, with a square EDZ located at the matrix
center (see Fig. 1a). It was reported earlier that the shape and position
of the homogeneous EDZ inside the matrix do not significantly influ-
ence the NCWI results [1], mainly because of the reverberating nature
of the wave field, when statistically exploring the entire sample ac-
cording to the same procedure. The parameters and acoustic char-
acteristics of the glass matrix are listed in Table 1.

Similar to our previous study [1], the numerical simulations herein
have been run using SEM2D [23], while the propagation medium has
been meshed with GMSH [25]. The spatial discretization of the pro-
pagation medium has been based on a mesh composed of quadrangular
elements capable of reproducing complex geometries (Fig. 1a). The
minimum wavelength in the propagation medium is estimated as:

≈λ 4 mmmin . Consequently, when considering the level of precision
and cost of numerical calculations, the cell size in this study is set to
6 mm.

To appropriately simulate the application of NCWI to the modeled
propagation medium, in theory both pump waves and probe waves are
required. As mentioned above, we have elected not to address the
complex pump wave influence on the medium and the subsequent
nonlinear mixing with the probe wave. The effect of the pump wave is
assumed to be displayed by the change in EDZ properties compared to a
reference value. The probe wave propagation is simulated starting with
the excitation of a windowed chirp signal, at a central frequency of

=f 500 kHz0 , a bandwidth of [200 kHz, 800 kHz] (Fig. 1b) and a dura-
tion of 0.2 ms. The probe signals are recorded for a duration of 2.5 ms at
12 detection points, equally spaced along the matrix edges.

Although the CWI observables are proven to be only minimally in-
fluenced by the source/receiver positions [1], the results presented
correspond to the mean value of these parameters over all detection
points, in order to further reduce variability. The CWI observables are
relative values resulting from a comparison of two states of the sample.
In this study, the reference model corresponds to the case of an intact
glass sample (Table 1) in both the matrix and the EDZ
( =E E S|(Δ / )· | 0edz mtx R ). The disturbed state contains the damaged glass
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in the EDZ, which has been modeled by changes in Young’s modulus
within the EDZ ( E EΔ /edz mtx). Meanwhile, the matrix outside the EDZ
remains unchanged, i.e. intact glass. Note that only negative values of

E EΔ /edz mtx are considered here since softening is universally observed
[26,20–22]. Parametric studies have been established with the EDZ
contrast change in the case without attenuation, i.e. including changes
in EDZ area and the corresponding Young’s modulus.

We have increased the EDZ surface ratio from 10% to 100% by steps
of 10%, with the case of =S 100%R corresponding to the EDZ filling the
entire model area (Fig. 1a). The EDZ material contrast varies up to

× −3.6 10 3 by steps of × −0.4 10 3. For the sake of clarity, the EDZ ma-
terial contrast of × −3.6 10 3 could be considered as an EDZ area ratio of
10% multiplied by a corresponding Young’s modulus change of

= −E EΔ / 3.6%edz mtx .
The temporal waveforms shown in Fig. 2 are two examples obtained

from samples that were initially identical but damaged under different
conditions. The blue lines are the reference signals corresponding to the
intact medium ( =E E S|(Δ / )· | 0edz mtx R ), while the green lines relate to the
damaged samples. In the case of Fig. 2a, which results from local da-
mage =E E|Δ / | 0.40%edz mtx and =S 10%R , the EDZ contrast of the da-
maged medium is: = × −E EΔ / 0.4 10edz mtx

3. Meanwhile, a higher EDZ
contrast of × −3.6 10 3 stems from the same Young’s modulus variation in
the EDZ but widespread damage ( =E E|Δ / | 0.4%edz mtx and =S 90%R ) in
the case of Fig. 2b. In the three images from each figure, the signals are
illustrated using, from top to bottom, a normal view and two close-up
views within an early time window ([0.2, 0.25] ms) and a much later
time window ([1.5, 1.55] ms), respectively.

Since the two propagation media are identical when intact, both
reference signals (in blue) are also identical. For the very early part of
signals (middle images of Fig. 2), regardless of the damage level, no

difference can be clearly identified between the signals obtained before
and after damage. However, in the late arriving parts of the codas
(bottom images), differences in the phase as well as in the amplitude
are clearly observed in both figures, confirming the sensitivity of late
coda signal contributions due to repetitive probing and multiple scat-
tering in the propagation medium.

2.2. NCWI results

According to the aforementioned process, numerical simulations
were performed on 10 models with an EDZ whose surface area ratio SR

was gradually increased from 10% to 100%. In order to obtain 10
identical EDZ contrasts ranging from 0 to 4e-3 for every model, re-
gardless of the SR value, appropriate changes in Young’s modulus were
assigned. CWI analyses were then conducted for each model by com-
paring the corresponding coda signals to the reference signals, i.e. those
obtained with a zero EDZ contrast. A time window of [1.5 ms, 2 ms] was
selected for the CWI calculation after taking into consideration both
method robustness and calculation costs [1]. The CWI results of all 10
models, i.e. θ and Kd respectively, are shown in Fig. 3 a and b.

In most cases, the relations Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) were found to validly
describe the CWI result obtained, provided the EDZ contrast remained
less than × −2.0 10 3. The only exception was the model with SR=100%,
whose output Kd values remained close to zero for all EDZ contrasts.
This result is in line with the theory of Coda Wave Interferometry [24]:
since the change in elasticity covers the entire propagation medium, the
stretching applied before the Kd calculation accounts for all signal
modifications (i.e. a global change of velocity). As the remnant dec-
orrelation coefficient, Kd would then be expected to equal zero. For the
other models, once the EDZ contrast exceeds a level of × −2.0 10 3, the
Kd value stops rising and stabilizes at around 80%, which implies that
changes in the propagation medium have caused severe waveform
distortion, resulting in coda signals no longer being easily comparable.
The CWI results obtained with an EDZ contrast above × −2.0 10 3 are
therefore considered insensitive or saturated and discarded from any
further discussion.

On the other hand, it is difficult to ignore the remarkably large gap
between the two Kd curves as SR moves from 90% to 100% (Fig. 3b). In
order to understand the meaning behind such an abrupt change in Kd
behavior, three more simulations were therefore conducted, using an SR

Fig. 1. Numerical configurations: (a) Meshes of the models with ten distinct Effective Damaged Zones (EDZ) of different sizes varying from 10% to 100%; The matrix
is marked by the square blue contour and each EDZ is presented by an orange color square. (b) Normalized probe wave source signal: (top) chirp source in the time
domain (N.A.); (bottom) normalized amplitude chirp source in the frequency domain.

Table 1
The acoustic caracteristics of the medium on glass.

Glass - properties

Young’s
modulus (E)

[GPa]

Poisson’s
ratio (ν)

Mass density
(ρ) [ −Kg·m 3]

P-wave
velocity (vP)

[ −m·s 1]

S-wave
velocity (vS)

[ −m·s 1]

69 0.25 2500 5755 3323
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of 92.5%, 95%, and 97.5%. These supplemental CWI results are illu-
strated in Fig. 4, along with those from models with an SR of 90% and
100% for purposes of comparison. We observe a fast shift of the Kd
curves for these SR ranges, yet no singular behavior.

With the increased EDZ area, the change in elasticity transitions
between a heterogeneous change relative to the reference model to a
global change of velocity. This global change is fully captured by the
stretching process, leaving no remnant signal distortion and thus
yielding a zero Kd. As soon as the elasticity change is heterogeneous,

≠S 100R %, a remnant decorrelation occurs and Kd becomes nonzero.
This observation suggests that the disturbance to the propagation

medium monitored by the CWI, i.e. elasticity reduction in the case of
this study, transitions from local to global when SR lies between 90%
and 100%. At =S 90R %, the corresponding EDZ is of the size

×189.74 189.74 mm2, which leaves a lateral bandwidth of undamaged
area equal to 5.13mm.

Based on the theory of acoustic energy equipartition [24], the ef-
fective propagation velocity of the coda wave in the studied material
(c.f. Table 1) is estimated to be 3,512m/s, which gives an effective
wavelength corresponding to the working frequency band ranging from
4.4 mm to 17.6mm. This finding suggests that once the distance

between the EDZ and the medium boundary becomes comparable or
less than the minimum wavelength, the disturbance no longer appears
as being local, and the heterogeneity is not well detected. Based on the
numerical results obtained, we can conclude that the validity of the
relation expressed by Eq. (2) depends solely on the quality of CWI
analyses, i.e. Kd values should be less than 80% to compare coda sig-
nals.

Yet for the relation described by Eq. (3) to be applicable, two con-
ditions need to be fulfilled: (1) the damage must remain local, i.e. an SR

less than 90%; and (2) the damage level should remain moderate, i.e. an
EDZ contrast of less than × −2.0 10 3 in the case considered here (see
Table 2).

3. Comparison of numerical results for a homogeneous Effective
Damaged Zone (EDZ) model and a microcracked EDZ model

In our previous research [1], the CWI observables between experi-
mental and numerical tests were compared. The influence of the pump
wave was modeled by changes in the Young’s modulus ( E EΔ /edz mtx) and
inverse of the quality factors, i.e. attenuation coefficient ( − −Q QΔ /edz mtx

1 1 )
over a homogeneous EDZ. It was shown that the dependence needed of

Fig. 2. Examples of temporal signals for two different models different EDZ surface ratio: (a) =S 10%R ; (b) =S 90%R . The Blue line corresponds to signals from the
reference intact material ( =E E(Δ / ) 0edz mtx ), while the green line indicates that of damaged material ( = −E EΔ / 0.4%edz mtx ). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. CWI observables vs. absolute value of EDZ contrast. 10 models are used with different EDZ ratio ranging from 10% to 100% in steps of 10%: (a) Absolute value of
relative variation in velocity θ| | vs. E E S|(Δ / )· |edz mtx R ; (b) Remnant decorrelation coefficient Kd vs. E E S|(Δ / )· |edz mtx R .
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E EΔ /edz mtx and − −Q QΔ /edz mtx
1 1 in terms of pump amplitude (amplification

factor) ∗Apump is linear. However, the requested quantitative change in
attenuation coefficient is unexpectedly high to be matched by the ex-
perimental results. In this study, a more realistic numerical model is
proposed with cracks of random orientations introduced into the EDZ.
Two numerical models, containing a homogeneous or microcracked
EDZ, will be compared in the following section.

3.1. Modeling and simulation

The matrix size is set to ×200 mm 200 mm, with a circular EDZ
centered at (155 mm, 140 mm); also, 20 cracks are randomly placed
inside the EDZ. These cracks are modeled using hollow rhombi with a
fixed size of ×10 mm 0.01 mm, in noting that the corresponding aspect
ratio (103) is in line with that of a crack observed in rock material [27].
Basically therefore, there are lines of stress-free boundary conditions
inducing additional wave scattering. As was previously the case, the
matrix material is glass (Table 1). For a standard linear solid model, over
a limited frequency bandwidth, the quality factor could be considered
as nearly constant [28,29]. The bulk and shear attenuation, −QK

1 and −Qμ
1

are respectively 1,250 and 350 [1].
GMSH is used to mesh the propagation medium, with a cell size set

to 6mm outside the damage zone. The damaged zone itself is meshed
with refined meshing cells in order to adapt to the crack size and
sharpness (Fig. 5).

The source/receiver configuration is the same as that used in the
previous section (Section 2.1), and the reference model corresponds to
the case where the material properties are those of intact glass
( =E EΔ / 0edz mtx and =− −Q QΔ / 0edz mtx

1 1 ) in both the matrix and EDZ. The
disturbed state corresponds to a damaged glass in the EDZ, which is

modeled by = +E E E E(1 Δ / )edz mtx edz mtx and =−Qedz
1

+− − −Q Q Q(1 Δ /Δ )mtx edz mtx
1 1 1 , while the matrix outside the EDZ remains un-

changed (i.e. intact glass properties). The parametric studies were re-
established with a change in Young’s modulus in the EDZ from −0.80%
to 0.00%, as well as a change in the attenuation coefficient from 0 to 6.

3.2. NCWI results

By using the model with a microcracked EDZ, the comparisons be-
tween numerical results and the experimental findings by Zhang et al.
[21] are fully consistent: for each Eedz and −Qedz

1 (or for each pump wave
amplitude level in the experiment), a unique pair of values of θ and Kd
is obtained. Meaning that in numerical simulations, for given values of
θ and Kd obtained for a known Apump, a pair of EDZ properties changes
Eedz and −Qedz

1, could be extracted. The following normalized weighted
average ŌCWI[1] is used to compare the estimated experimental values
(θ , Kdexp exp) of Zhang et al. [21] with the numerical results (θ, Kd)
(Fig. 6). We can observe a clear region of the parameter space max-
imizing ŌCWI for each pump amplitude tested, thus validating the
quantitative agreement between simulations and experiments.
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Taking the experimental results previously reported in [21] as a re-
ference, the amount of change in intrinsic properties within the EDZ
area required for numerical NCWI observations to match experimental
ones has been estimated for both models. These results are presented in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for purposes of comparison: the blue curve represents
results obtained from the model with a homogeneous EDZ, while the
green curves depict results from the model with a microcracked EDZ.
Thus, for a given pump wave amplitude Apump, the required changes in
both Young’s modulus E EΔ /edz mtx and attenuation coefficient − −Q QΔ /edz mtx

1 1

are significantly smaller for a microcracked EDZ. For example, for an
Apump of 60 dB, the required change in − −Q QΔ /edz mtx

1 1 is approx. 57% less
for a microcracked EDZ model than for a homogeneous EDZ, which is
more reasonable and suggests that the microcracked model provides
better agreement with the experimental results. The introduction of
microcracks into the EDZ has created more scattering interfaces, and
the increase in multiple scattering effects has optimized the numerical
model while more closely replicating real experimental conditions.

Since we are not modeling the nonlinear processes occurring at the
cracks and simply introducing changes in elasticity and attenuation
coefficient in the EDZ, the greater sensitivity obtained for the case with
cracks can be explained by the enhanced coda wave sensitivity due to
the linear multiple scattering by the cracks. At the given time of the

Fig. 4. CWI observables vs. absolute value of EDZ contrast. 5 models are used with different EDZ ratio ranging from 90% to 100% in steps of 2.5%: (a) Absolute value of
relative variation in velocity θ| | vs. E E S|(Δ / )· |edz mtx R ; (b) Remnant decorrelation coefficient Kd vs. E E S|(Δ / )· |edz mtx R .

Table 2
EDZ Young’s modulus changes and EDZ area ratio corresponding to the max-
imum EDZ contrast = × −E E S|(Δ / )· | 2.0 10edz mtx R

3.

Maximum EDZ contrast: = × −E E S|(Δ / )· | 2.0 10edz mtx R 3

EDZ
aera
ratio
(SR)

Maximum change in
Young’s modulus
(Max E E.(Δ / )edz mtx )

EDZ
aera
ratio
(SR)

Maximum change in
Young’s modulus
(Max E E.(Δ / )edz mtx )

10% −2.00% 60% −0.33%
20% −1.00% 70% −0.29%
30% −0.67% 80% −0.25%
40% −0.50% 90% −0.22%
50% −0.40% 100% −0.20%
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coda analysis window, the waves have traveled and inspected more of
the EDZ when cracks are introduced as additional scatterers than in the
case of the simple EDZ, thus explaining the difference in sensitivity.
These quantitative results are not only consistent with the findings we
reported in Section 2, but also the model configuration is more realistic.
The cracking performed in the experimental study [21] is in fact not a
controlled process, and the resulting cracks do display a high degree of
randomness (shape, size, orientation, etc.). Moreover, it can be ex-
pected that for a crack with wavy surfaces [30], the clapping and stick-
slip processes generated by pump waves are involved in the nonlinear
mixing of coda waves [31,32]. Depending on the pump wave ampli-
tude, some parts of the cracks can stay open, and the presence of cracks
generates both linear scattering and nonlinear mixing of coda waves.
The cracks we introduced into the numerical model account for the
linear scattering process, while the change of EDZ parameters is in-
tended to mimic the nonlinear influence of the pump wave on the
medium being probed by the coda wave.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, parametric studies of CWI method observables, i.e. the
relative variation in velocity θ and remnant decorrelation coefficient
Kd, have been carried out for a wide range of EDZ contrasts with dif-
ferent EDZ areas. For low levels of localized material damage, the re-
sults are shown to be similar to our previous study [1] and consistent
with experimental observations [22]. θ is found to be proportional to
the EDZ contrast, i.e. the change in Young’s modulus times the EDZ area
ratio E E S|(Δ / )· |edz mtx R , while Kd is found to be quadratically propor-
tional to the EDZ contrast. These two relations have been observed for

Fig. 5. Numerical configuration: a homogeneous model with a micro-cracked Effective Damage Zones (EDZ). The size of the crack is mesured ×10 mm 0.01 mm. The
blue lines represent the contour of the matrix, the EDZ and the cracks. (a) Numerical model; (b) Zoom of the meshed EDZ; (c) Zoom of one crack corresponding to the
red marks in (b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Normalized weighted average of the CWI observables values (θ and Kd). The coefficients of weighted average for θ and Kd are calculated from the group of
values θexp and Kdexp[21] for a given pump wave amplitude: (a) =A 40 dBpump ; (b) =A 50 dBpump ; (c) =A 60 dBpump. .

Fig. 7. Property variations in the Effective Damage Zone (EDZ)
( − −E E Q QΔ / , Δ /edz mtx edz mtx

1 1 ) compared to the experimental results of Zhang et al.
[21] in two case of numerical modelings: (Blue) Previous results of the
homogeneous EDZ model; (Green) Numerical results with the micro-cracked
EDZ model. (a) E EΔ /edz mtx vs. step number; (b) − −Q QΔ /edz mtx

1 1 vs. step number; and
(c) Pump wave excitation amplitude at each step of the test. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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the EDZ contrast ⩽ × −E E S|(Δ / )· | 2.0 10edz mtx R
3 when ⩽S 90%R . Ex-

planations as to why these relations do not hold outside of these bounds
have also been provided. With the introduction of random cracks into
the Effective Damaged Zone (EDZ), the identified EDZ material char-
acteristics matching the experimental results derived by Zhang et al.
[21] appear to be more realistic, thus enhancing CWI method sensi-
tivity. This numerical simulation study improves the level of under-
standing of the monitoring and characterization of heterogeneous ma-
terials by the CWI method. Moreover, it paves the way to a more
quantitative and sensitive use of this method and a possible extension
to, for instance, nonlinear imaging.
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Fig. 8. Property variations in the Effective Damage Zone (EDZ)
( − −E E Q QΔ / , Δ /edz mtx edz mtx

1 1 ) vs. pump wave amplitude in the experiment [21] in
two case of numerical modelings: (Blue) Previous results of the homogeneous
EDZ model; (Green) Numerical results with the micro-cracked EDZ model. (a)

E EΔ /edz mtx vs. normalized pump amplitude; and (b) − −Q QΔ /edz mtx
1 1 vs. normalized

pump amplitude. Linear fits of the numerical results are proposed. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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